OUR
TEAMS

WHEN THE MEN’S TEAM WALKED OUT
TO TAKE ON MANCHESTER UNITED ON
9 MARCH, THERE WAS NO SENSE THAT
THIS WOULD BE OUR LAST PREMIER
LEAGUE GAME FOR THREE MONTHS.

Two days later, our game against Arsenal was postponed as a ‘precautionary measure’, and two
days after that, on 13 March, the Premier League and the FA collectively agreed to postpone the
professional football season until 3 April at the earliest, the first time the football season had been
postponed since the Second World War. The break continued for 100 days for men’s football,
while the Women’s Super League (WSL) and most Academy competitions were concluded early
(two competitions – the Women’s FA Cup and the FA Youth Cup – resumed).
In these challenging conditions back in March, two distinguishing features of our Club – firstly,
our global networks linked to our sister clubs around the world, and secondly, our single-site
operation for all of our teams in Manchester – were particularly helpful in our return and recovery
process. We were able to use our global networks to seek out best practice and to share
learnings, while the fact that we are all based on the Etihad Campus was a considerable benefit
in enabling us to take common approaches within an already closely-connected structure.
An exhaustive approach was taken to every element of our ‘return to play’ plan, and we worked
with a multi-disciplinary legal firm on the drafting and verification of a comprehensive Risk
Assessment and an Operational Policy and Procedures document created in line with Premier
League requirements. These two documents provided the blueprint for the safe return of
our men’s players and staff, with separate adapted versions developed for the women’s and
Academy teams. In addition, players went to the Manchester Institute of Health and Performance
for additional screening for pre-existing conditions that could have put them at higher risk if they
were to be infected with COVID-19.
Players were issued home-based training plans, including team training sessions by video
and individualised fitness and nutrition plans. Five weeks before the first ‘restart’ game,
all players and staff were back in Manchester and signed up to strict guidelines before they
began the testing and screening process that would be the first step back to training at the
City Football Academy (CFA).
In-person training began with one-on-one sessions for each player, up until three weeks
before the first rescheduled game, when players returned to the CFA for a pre-season training
programme with a range of new control measures in place to help keep everyone safe.
When games began again, it was in a very different environment – there were no fans, and new
restrictions designed to keep everyone involved safe were put in place. An enormous amount
of work went in to bringing games back safely and effectively on the part of our staff, governing
bodies, suppliers and partners.
All eyes were on us, when our postponed game against Arsenal, was one of two matches played
on 17 June, heralding the much-anticipated resumption of the Premier League in ‘Project Restart’
as it came to be known, and the remaining games were played in a narrow six-week period,
culminating in a 5-0 win against Norwich on 27 July. Although the men’s team finished the
season as runners up, they ended the season strongly after the break, with the joint-highest
points tally and highest goal difference in that period – evidence of the effectiveness of the
Club’s restart plan.
The women’s team performed well after the break too, winning every game in the last three
rounds of the FA Cup, lifting the trophy on 1 November. The following day, City’s youth players
shone when they won the FA Youth Cup for the first time in 12 years, marking a hopeful end
to the 2019-20 season.
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RETURN TO PLAY
Sam Erith, Head of Sports Science
When the postponement was first announced, we didn’t know how
long the break would last, and we had to make a decision between
keeping players at match fitness or giving them a short break to rest.
We decided that a rest would be beneficial after an intensive playing
period, and then after a couple of weeks, we began a home-based
training plan, using custom videos from CityTV, live sessions
delivered by fitness coaches from their gardens, and the correct
gym equipment delivered to the homes of every player in order to
execute their home training plans, plus daily check-ins from Dr Max
Sala with players and with their families.
Our consultant psychologist created an eight-point plan, covering
everything from ensuring a healthy sleep routine, to accepting that
some degree of worry is normal. We then made this information
available to all staff on our internal communications channels.
Nutrition solutions came in many forms, from cooking lessons for
players to food deliveries, all designed to reduce contact points
and ensure optimum nutrition whilst we were away from the City
Football Academy.
By carefully managing this period, and with the hard work of so
many people, the transition back to in-person training was as
straightforward as it could be.
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MEN’S
TEAM

MANCHESTER CITY WON THE
CARABAO CUP FOR THE THIRD
SUCCESSIVE SEASON, THANKS TO
A 2-1 WIN OVER ASTON VILLA IN
THE FINAL, AND CAPTURED THE
COMMUNITY SHIELD AFTER A VICTORY
OVER LIVERPOOL IN AUGUST.

We have now won seven out of a total of 15 major domestic trophies available
in the last five years, more than any other club.
We qualified for the UEFA Champions League for the tenth successive season,
the longest unbroken sequence of any English side, and reached the quarter-finals
after a 4-2 aggregate victory over Real Madrid, before being knocked out by Lyon in
Lisbon following a 3-1 defeat. We couldn’t make it three Premier League titles in a row,
finishing in second place behind Liverpool, while our defence of the FA Cup ended
at the semi-final stage after a defeat to Arsenal.
We scored 102 goals in 38 Premier League matches – 17 more than any other side –
and the second time in three seasons we’ve hit a century of goals in the competition.
Kevin De Bruyne deservedly won both the Club and the Premier League Player of the
Season awards (as well as Player of the Season – Premier League in the Northwest
Football Awards 2020) after a fine campaign that saw his reputation as one of the world’s
best central midfielders grow. He also became the Club’s first ever men’s senior winner
of the highly prestigious PFA Player of the Year, as voted by his fellow professionals.
Kevin scored 16 goals and assisted 23 in all competitions, with his 20 Premier League
assists matching Thierry Henry’s 17-year record. Based on a panel of European coaches
and journalists, UEFA named him Midfielder of the Season for the 2019-20 Champions
League campaign. The Belgian also won our Goal of the Season award for his brilliant
chest-and-volley at Newcastle.
Meanwhile, Raheem Sterling’s opener in our 2-1 Champions League last-16 second-leg
win against Real Madrid was his 100th goal for City in all competitions and his 31st of
another impressive campaign.
David Silva’s superb Manchester City career came to an end after the final Champions
League match in August. The midfielder, one of the Club’s greatest ever players, has
enjoyed a remarkable decade-long stay at City that has seen him win four Premier
League titles, two FA Cups and five League Cups. He is widely seen as one of the
finest players of the Premier League era.
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2019-20 AT A GLANCE: MEN
Performance of men’s first team this season (through to completion of season in August)

WINNERS
(VS LIVERPOOL)

WINNERS
(VS ASTON VILLA)

2ND PLACE

FA COMMUNITY
SHIELD

CARABAO
CUP

PREMIER
LEAGUE

SEMI-FINALISTS
(VS ARSENAL)

QUARTER-FINALISTS
(VS LYON)

FA CUP

CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

SOURCE: Manchester City
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PREMIER LEAGUE STATS

KEVIN DE BRUYNE

SERGIO AGÜERO

EDERSON

Playmaker of the season with 20 assists,
equalling Thierry Henry’s Premier League
record from 2002-03

12 Premier League hat tricks (across
seasons), more than any other player in
the history of the competition

Winner of his first Golden Glove with
16 clean sheets in the Premier League,
more than any other goalkeeper

Fastest player to reach 50 assists in
Premier League history

Most efficient striker this season, with
just 91.0 minutes per goal (min 5 goals) –
and remaining the all-time most efficient
striker in the Premier League

Highest successful distribution of
any goalkeeper in the Premier League
last season, with an 88% accuracy rate
across all distributions

Premier League Player of the Season for
the first time
PFA Player of the Year as voted by the
Professional Footballers’ Association

SOURCE: Premier League
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MOST GOALS SCORED IN PREMIER LEAGUE ERA
Manchester City account for three of the five highest Premier League goals tallies. This season’s total
of 102 goals is the joint-third-highest in Premier League history (1992-93 to present)

106

Manchester City
(2017-18)
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103
Chelsea
(2009-10)

102

Manchester City
(2019-20)

102

Manchester City
(2013-14)

101
Liverpool
(2013-14)
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TWO LEGENDS DEPART
MANCHESTER CITY BADE A FOND
FAREWELL TO TWO LEGENDARY PLAYERS
IN THE LAST YEAR WHEN VINCENT
KOMPANY AND DAVID SILVA CALLED
TIME ON THEIR CAREERS AT THE CLUB.
They both departed assured of their place in the pantheon of City greats, having had a
transformational effect as two of the pillars on which by far the most successful period in
our history was built.
Kompany was the beating heart of the Club for 11 years; a world class centre-half,
inspirational captain and an impeccable ambassador whose contribution both on and off
the pitch cannot be overstated.
Revered by fans as an honorary Mancunian, off the pitch his work to fight homelessness
in the city underlined the extent to which he became part of the Club’s DNA. All the
proceeds of his testimonial in September 2019 went to Tackle4MCR, the initiative Vincent
set up with the Mayor of Greater Manchester, Andy Burnham, to address rough sleeping
and homelessness in the city.
Silva’s influence was no less significant, and that he is spoken about in the same breath
as the great Colin Bell is a measure of the impact of his glittering career.
For ten years the man they call Merlin mesmerised us with his magic, as his breathtaking
talent paved the way for our ‘beautiful football’ philosophy and helped establish the Club
amongst Europe’s elite.
Vincent and David will each be honoured with a statue at the Etihad Stadium, to be
unveiled in 2021, as a lasting tribute to their contributions.
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DAVID SILVA

436

Appearances

77
Goals

140
Assists

14

Club honours
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Manchester City
Player of the
Year:
2016-17
Premier League
Top Assist
Provider:
2011-12
PFA Team
of the Year:
2011-12,
2017-18,
2019-20

VINCENT KOMPANY

360

Appearances

20
Goals

123

Clean sheets

12

Manchester
City Player of
the Year:
2010-11
Premier League
Player of the
Season:
2011-12
PFA Team of
the Year:
2010-11,
2011-12,
2013-14

Club honours
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WOMEN’S
TEAM

DESPITE THE DOMESTIC LEAGUE
SEASON BEING BROUGHT TO A
PREMATURE CONCLUSION, IT
WAS STILL A YEAR TO REMEMBER
FOR MANCHESTER CITY WOMEN,
CULMINATING IN AN FA CUP WIN
IN THE POSTPONED FINAL IN
NOVEMBER 2020.

Kicking off in front of 31,213 fans against Manchester United 14 months earlier, at the
Etihad Stadium back in September 2019, Caroline Weir’s wonder goal set the tone
for another exciting FA Women’s Super League (WSL) campaign as City earned the
bragging rights in the first ever Manchester women’s derby, presented by new kit
partners PUMA.
It was only the second ever women’s game hosted at the Etihad Stadium, the first being
against Everton in 2014. This unforgettable day saw the action play out in front of a crowd
that was almost six times the previous league attendance record of 5,265, and more than
seven times our own Club attendance record of 4,096.
Scoring 39 goals in 16 league outings and losing just two games, we eventually finished
second in the WSL table after the final standings were decided on a points-per-game
basis – earning UEFA Women’s Champions League qualification for a record fifth
consecutive year.
The Women’s FA Cup was paused in February and resumed seven months later in
September, when we beat Leicester and Arsenal in the quarter- and semi-finals, going
on to face Everton at Wembley in the final on 1 November. After a thrilling game that was
decided in extra time with late goals from Georgia Stanway and Janine Beckie, we won
3-1, giving us our third FA Cup in four years.
There were accolades galore for the team this year, including Women’s Player of the Year
and Rising Star, for Steph Houghton and Georgia Stanway respectively, at the North West
Football Awards, alongside the inaugural Barclays Golden Glove award for goalkeeper
Ellie Roebuck’s unrivalled ten clean sheets.
In February, Nick Cushing ended his six-year tenure in charge to take up the role of
assistant manager at our sister-club New York City FC, with former Manchester City striker
and Under-18 Head Coach Gareth Taylor appointed as his successor in May.
This was also a notable year for City on the international scene, with ten players called
up to England’s senior team, eight of whom were involved with the Lionesses at the She
Believes tournament in March.
Earlier in the campaign, Lauren Hemp and Aoife Mannion earned their first call-ups to
the national squad, while off the field, City stalwart Jill Scott – who is England’s all-time
second-highest-appearance holder – was awarded an MBE for her services to women’s
football at the turn of the year.
Away from the pitch in February, more than 400 youngsters were coached by Ellen White,
Georgia Stanway, Gemma Bonner and Keira Walsh as they hosted hometown clinics as
part of the Club’s worldwide #SameGoals campaign, which aims to encourage young
girls to play football.
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2019-20 AT A GLANCE: WOMEN
Performance of women’s first team this season
(through to postponed FA Cup Final in November)

RUNNERS-UP*

SEMI-FINALISTS
(VS ARSENAL)

WINNERS
(VS EVERTON)

ROUND OF 16
(VS ATLETICO MADRID)

FA WSL

CONTINENTAL
TYRES CUP

FA CUP

CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

*Final WSL standings based on average points-per-game following the curtailment of the league due to COVID-19.
When lockdown was implemented, City had played 16 games out of 22 (one more than Chelsea) and were top of the table

SOURCE: Manchester City
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FA WSL STATS

5 YEARS

GOLDEN GLOVE AWARD

Number of successive seasons that
City have qualified for the Champions
League, the only WSL team to do so

10 Clean sheets for Ellie
Roebuck, more than any other
goalkeeper in the WSL

SOURCE: Manchester City
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ACCOLADES

WINNER

WINNER

WINNER

Nick Cushing
Former manager awarded
FA WSL Manager of the
Year at the Football Writers’
Association Awards

Lauren Hemp
 FA Young Player of the Year
P

Caroline Weir
Named in PFA WSL Team of
the Year

WINNER

WINNER

MBE

10

Steph Houghton
Captain named as Women’s
Player of the Season at the
North West Football Awards

Georgia Stanway
Women’s Rising Star at the
North West Football Awards

Jill Scott
 warded an MBE for her
A
services to women’s football in
the 2020 New Year Honours
List

Number of players called up
to the England national side
during the 2019-20 campaign –
more than any other WSL team

SOURCE: Manchester City
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YOUTH
TEAMS

THIS WAS A STRONG SEASON FOR OUR YOUTH TEAMS ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS.
THE BOYS TEAMS WON 19 CUPS AND TOURNAMENTS FROM UNDER-18S DOWN TO
UNDER-9S, WHILE IN ADDITION THE UNDER-15S REACHED TWO FINALS THAT WERE
CANCELLED DUE TO COVID-19.
UNDER-18

EDS

Despite coming to an abrupt halt in March, the domestic season proved to be another
memorable campaign for our Under-18s.

It proved to be another season of consolidation for City’s Elite Development Squad (EDS).

Seeking to build on a highly successful 2018-19 season which saw the side claim the
Premier League Under-18 Cup and finish runners-up in the FA Youth Cup, Head Coach
Gareth Taylor’s young charges went from strength to strength.
The Under-18s achieved the notable feat of retaining the Under-18 Premier League Cup
in emphatic style, recording a 6-0 win over Stoke at the Academy Stadium in the final.
This proved to be the last game played prior to lockdown.
When football resumed after the lockdown, the season ended on a high with a 3-2 win
against Chelsea in the delayed FA Youth Cup final at St George’s Park in November 2020.
An important victory, this is the first time we have emerged victorious from an FA Youth
Cup final since 2008. An impressive number of ‘homegrown’ players in the squad have
progressed all the way through our Academy: seven of the starting 11 have been with the
Club from Under-9 level, learning to play the Man City way.
City had also been flying high in the Under-18 Premier League North when lockdown was
initiated – top of the standings and 12 points clear of nearest rivals Liverpool and Everton.
We were later crowned regional and national champions despite the league being curtailed.

Once again deploying a youthful squad in comparison to many of our rivals, our Under-23s
were lying in eighth place in the PL2 table when the campaign was brought to a halt.
As well as gaining vital experience over the course of the season, there was further
recognition of the burgeoning abilities within the squad, with both midfielder Tommy Doyle
and central defender Taylor Harwood-Bellis being awarded their first team debuts over the
course of the campaign.
After impressing on last summer’s Asia Tour, Taylor made his senior debut in
our 3-0 Carabao Cup win away at Preston in September.
EDS skipper Tommy – grandson of two late, great City legends, Mike Doyle and Glyn
Pardoe – also shone on that Asia Tour and went on to play a part in October’s
3-1 Carabao Cup triumph over Southampton.
Though there was another frustrating group stage exit in the UEFA Youth League,
the City youngsters hugely impressed once again in the Leasing.com Trophy.

Taylor’s fine work with the Academy was rewarded earlier this summer when he was
appointed as Manager of Manchester City Women, succeeding Nick Cushing when he
moved to New York City FC.
Post resumption of Premier League action in June, there was further recognition of the
Under-18 talent when skipper Cole Palmer was named on the substitute’s bench for City’s
first team Premier League clash away at Chelsea.
32 of our Academy players from Under-14 to Under-23 represented their country
this season, including 17 England players.
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ACADEMY SUCCESS
The boys teams won 19 cups and tournaments this year from Under-18s down to Under-9s

U18

U15

PREMIER LEAGUE CUP
(ENGLAND)

FINALIST
PREMIER LEAGUE CUP
(ENGLAND)*

PREMIER LEAGUE NORTH LEAGUE
(ENGLAND)*

FINALIST
PREMIER LEAGUE FLOODLIT CUP
(ENGLAND)*

PREMIER LEAGUENATIONAL LEAGUE
(ENGLAND)*

* Finals cancelled due to
COVID-19

* Crowned championson a
points-per-games basis

U13
NORTH WEST CUP
(ENGLAND)

WITTENHORST CUP
(HOLLAND)

U10
FARO INTERNATIONAL CUP
(PORTUGAL)
PREMIER LEAGUEFUTSAL
POWERPLAY
(ENGLAND)
BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL
(ENGLAND)
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U12

DANYA CUP
(POLAND)

U11

ATEITIS CUP
(LITHUANIA)

NORTH WEST CUP
(ENGLAND)

PREMIER LEAGUETRUCE NATIONALS
(ENGLAND)

LATICS CUP
(ENGLAND)

BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL
(ENGLAND)

PREMIER LEAGUE FUTSALPOWERPLAY
(ENGLAND)

U9

PREMIER LEAGUE FUTSAL NATIONALS
(ENGLAND)
LATICS CUP
(ENGLAND)

BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL
(ENGLAND)
RAMS CUP
(ENGLAND)
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GEOGRAPHICAL SPLIT OF ACADEMY PLAYERS
61% of players in the Academy are local

18%
43%
33%
6%

Manchester

Greater Manchester

Other UK

International

SOURCE: Manchester City
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SCHOOL REPORT
Educational achievements of the Academy players in 2019-20

75

92%

100%

100%

Number of boys from the Full
Time Training Programme at 
St Bede’s College and Barlow
RC High School

GCSE pass rate for players at
St Bede’s College, 16 points
above the national average

Pass rate on BTEC Level 3
courses for all the (male and
female) scholars at the Club

Pass rate with high grades (of
A*, A or B) on A Level courses
for all the (male and female)
scholars at the Club

SOURCE: Manchester City
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BLUE BLOOD
Phil Foden has provided an inspiring example of the City pathway from Academy to
first team – and the midfielder’s progress since making his senior debut in November
2017 has been meteoric.
The Stockport-born star joined City at Under-9 level and has already been in the
winning squads for two Premier League titles, an FA Cup and three League Cups
at the age of just 20.
In 2017, he was handed his senior debut against Feyenoord in the Champions
League and became the youngest City player to play in European competition.
A month later, he became the youngest Englishman to start in a Champions League
game when he was named in the starting eleven against Shakhtar Donetsk, and
his Premier League debut followed ten days later. In 2020, he was elevated into the
England senior squad.
Phil’s example on the pitch has also inspired close friend Tommy Doyle for whom,
it could be said, City is in his very blood.
The grandson of two true Blue legends – the late, great Mike Doyle and Glyn Pardoe
– midfielder Tommy has gone from strength to strength since joining City at the age
of eight.
Tommy won numerous tournaments with City’s junior sides, has represented England
at Under-15, Under-16, Under-17, Under-18 and Under-19 level, and was Premier
League Player of the Tournament for three successive years.
After impressing on our 2019 Asia Tour, Tommy made his debut in last October’s
Carabao Cup win over Southampton.
That was followed by maiden FA Cup and Premier League appearances before
the midfielder was included as part of Pep Guardiola’s summer Champions League
squad. He signed a new five-year contract in September 2020.
Fellow teenager Taylor Harwood-Bellis has followed a similar upward trajectory over
the past 12 months, having joined City at just six years old.
The 18-year-old central defender was handed his first team debut in last
September’s Carabao Cup win at Preston before making his Champions League
bow in December.
Taylor followed that up with a debut FA Cup display – and first goal for the senior
team – in January’s 4-1 triumph over Port Vale, and he too was part of our summer
Champions League squad.
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